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VDR_MQP_FILES/MATLAB Algorithm and 
Sims/Mesh_voxelization/VOXELIZE_SLICE_SIMULATION.m 
	
Appendix	B:	LightCrafter	API	Code	
The	LightCrafter	API	code	can	be	found	in:		
VDR_MQP_FILES/PS System/lightcrafter_code_arm/main.c	
 
Appendix	C:	Bitmap	Generation	Code	
The	Bitmap	Generation	code	can	be	found	in:	
VDR_MQP_FILES/PS System/bmpgen.c	
	
Appendix	D:	Slice	Module	Test	Code	
The	Slice	Test	with	the	VGA	display	Vivado	Project	archive	can	be	found	in:	
VDR_MQP_FILES/PL System/Slice_Test.xpr.zip 
	
Appendix	E:	Slice	Processor	Code	
The	Slice	Processor	Vivado	Project	archive	can	be	found	in:	
VDR_MQP_FILES/PL System/Slice_Processor.xpr.zip 
	
Appendix	F:	Encoder	Module	Code	
The	Encoder	Module	Vivado	Project	archive	can	be	found	in:	
VDR_MQP_FILES/PL System/Encoder_Module.xpr.zip 
	
Appendix	G:	Full	PL	System	Code	
The	Full	PL	System	Vivado	Project	archive	can	be	found	in:	
VDR_MQP_FILES/PL System/Full_PL_System.xpr.zip 
 
Appendix	H:	Wire	Color	Guide	
The	color	coded	wires	of	the	system	are	connected	to	the	ZedBoard	pins	as	seen	in	the	following	
image.	Please	refer	to	the	ZedBoard	Hardware	User's	Guide	for	pinout	locations.	
	
